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Legal-specific solution built 
with a specialized legal 
language model  

Specialized vocabulary designed for terminology used in the 
industry:
– Made more accurate by a built-in legal vocabulary trained using

more than 400 million words from legal documents
– Dictate case files, memorandum or automatically format briefs

with high recognition accuracy

•

Flexible volume licensing 
programs designed to 
help organizations realize 
improved productivity at an 
affordable price

Ability to license as part of the Open License Program (OLP): 
– Reduce costs when purchasing volume licensing, upgrade

assurance and technical support
– Use single electronic download and single serial number for faster

installation

• •

Centralized administration 
through the Nuance 
Management Center 
(NMC) for significant cost 
savings

Powerful, easy-to-use central user administration to help 
organizations ensure efficient use of licenses and meet requirements 
for reporting accuracy:
– Easy to track employee usage of Dragon
– Easily assign, switch licenses or redistribute licenses
– Manage or share customizations, including custom words,

commands and auto-texts, across multiple users
– Synchronize custom commands, administrative settings, data

settings, PowerMic settings and more

• •

Dynamic profiles to enable 
professionals to benefit 
from Dragon from any 
computer location    

Administrators set and store user settings such as custom 
words, custom commands, and PowerMic settings with central 
administration through the Nuance Management Center:
– Users can start using Dragon immediately with no training or

setting adjustments required

• •

Complete Professional 
Services options to get 
organizations up and 
running for immediate 
productivity gains and ROI

Ideal for organizations with limited IT resources or to support specific 
workflow requirements or customizations:
– Stay up-to-date with latest version of Dragon, including major and

minor releases with all related enhancements
– Resolve issues quickly and maximize user productivity with

Dragon resources and customer support

• •

Support for Citrix® 
virtualized environments

Deploy on Citrix XenApp® or Citrix XenDesktop® servers where 
the target application resides, enabling users to dictate from 
workstations that do not have Dragon installed on them   

• •

Dragon® feature
comparison
With fast, accurate dictation and transcription, advanced customization, seamless 
integration across devices, and easy deployment for large enterprises, use your 
most powerful tool—your voice—and put Dragon speech recognition solutions  
to work.
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High recognition accuracy 
with the ability to learn 
and adapt to a variety of 
accents and environments, 
with a next generation 
speech engine powered 
by Nuance Deep Learning 
technology 

Ideal for diverse work groups and settings:  
– Optimized for speakers with accents, such as regional dialects
– Optimized for users working in noisy environments, such as an 

open office or mobile setting
– Dragon learns words and phrases used most to minimize 

corrections and adapts to the user’s voice while dictating

• • • •

Batch transcription 
tool helps eliminate 
transcription bottlenecks, 
save time and improve ROI  

Turn recorded audio files into transcribed documents instantly, 
accurately and efficiently:
– Use the Auto Transcribe Folder Agent (AFTA) to transcribe batch 

files of audio recordings 
– Save time and simplify editing by a user or third party
– Include “voice notations” or spoken instructions for third-party 

editors that you don’t want transcribed

• •

Quickly and easily  
transcribe individual voice 
files to text

– Transcribe individual audio files
– Transcribe another single speaker’s voice from pre-recorded audio 

files or podcasts  
• • • •

Create and manage 
advanced custom 
commands to streamline 
repetitive workflows 
across a work group or 
department

Create and distribute commands to multiple users for immediate 
productivity gains:
– Custom commands to support open-ended dictation
– Form-based commands for filling out forms
– Macro Recorder to record keystrokes and mouse-clicks
– Step-by-Step commands to automate actions, such as launching 

applications or invoking application features
– Advanced scripting to voice-enable specific custom functions

• •

Create individual custom 
commands to short-cut 
typing

– Create or import commands to automate tasks such as inserting 
your signature into emails

– Include variable fields in body of auto-texts for form filling
• • • •

Add powerful 
customizations, such as 
custom words and word 
lists, to meet business 
specific needs and 
manage and share them 
across the user community

Add custom words to meet business needs:
– Import and export industry terminology or industry specific words 
– Add individual words or word lists
– Once custom words or lists have been created and added, share 

them across the user community for additional productivity gains 
when dictating  

• •

Add custom words or word 
lists 

Add custom words or words lists to improve accuracy while dictating • • • •

Drive and manage 
documentation productivity 
for mobile employees or 
field workers across the 
organization with Dragon 
Anywhere Group

Support and manage Dragon Anywhere Group, Nuance’s cloud-
based professional-grade mobile dictation solution for iOS® and 
Android™ devices:
– Employees can dictate documents of any length, fill out form-

based reports or other paperwork and stay productive away from 
the office or in the field  

– Administrators can manage and distribute custom words and 
auto-text commands across the user community with NMC for 
additional productivity gains

• •
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Get documents done 
anywhere with Dragon 
Anywhere

Create documents of any length, edit and format and share them 
directly from your mobile device • •

Empower professionals 
with a Nuance PowerMic 
option, a high-quality, 
handheld microphone 
with robust dictation, 
programmable buttons 
and integrated mouse 
functionality Nuance 
PowerMic Support

Makes it easy to dictate and edit documents with high recognition 
accuracy:
– Includes integrated mouse control and programmable buttons to

automate frequent steps when filling out forms, writing detailed
case notes or filing reports

– Perfect for on-the-go situations, with better accuracy than a built-
in laptop microphone when working in noisy environments, such
as those with ambient noise

• • • •

Support for Section 508 
to meet accessibility and 
reporting requirements

With all shared customization capabilities, Dragon can easily be 
adapted as needed to meet stringent compliance requirements for 
accessibility or industry reporting

• • • •

About Speakeasy Solutions.
Speakeasy Solutions is dedicated to providing you with personal, professional, and honest service.  We strive to 
maintain long-term relationships with our clients, providing expert support and information to maximize the use of 
dictation technologies.
Quickly discover how speech recognition (also referred to as voice recognition), and digital voice dictation and 
transcription solutions enhance your day-to-day operations and increase productivity.

To learn more about Dragon Professional Group, call 1-888-964-9109  or visit:  
www.speakeasysolutions.com (Canada only). 

http://www.speakeasysolutions.com/products/dragon/dragon-professional-group/

